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The Professional Development of Early Childhood Center Diredors: 
Key Elements of Effective Training Models 

Studies conducted in a variety of settings have 
repeatedly shown that one of the most salient predictors 
of overall child care program quality is the background, 
experience, and specialized training of the program 
director (Bloom, 1992; Bloom & Sheerer, 199%; 
Bredekarnp, 1989; Epstein, 1993; Whitebook, Bowes, B 
Phillips, 1989). In a number of powerful ways, directors 
influence the climate of their programs both as a 
workplace for the teaching staff and as an educational and 
nufixing envirofirnent fur children. Given the irnpc~rtance 
9-Jf their role, it is unfor'runate %hat current standards 
regulating requisite q~aalifications for early childhood 
directors do not ensure that personnel wiho adi~%nlster 
programs will be ~~~ell-tsajlled. Most states do 1105 reqeiire 
even a single course in the ad~linisfis{ian of early 

, . 
chGdh@od . pyoorarns 0- --L-L as a preE.eq\llslI& f ~ {  direc;?;r;g cb%?Cei. 
( I ' J i o ~ g ~ n ~  baer,  ,Cosdey, Censerj Goodman, Tsrnbal-6:i3 
& P?4&ip1;ey, 1933). 

C? ' . T T  . aallce 1984. pJ:!ationa.!-jAanrs blpfiiersj';:l (bJf,-d) -as  
ofiered sos,cia'lfz$d t,lxahi;rag for p,axE;i ct~iidhood cen4:e.l 
directors. Froax a decade of experience vor-king ~./i:h 
directors using a ~ar ie ty  of iraininm 5 fo:mars, we have 
genefated considerable anecdotal and empirical evidence 
docamenring the components of effective training. This 
article will prol~ide some insight into these issues. it will 
first sort out some of the nuances in teminoBogy ivitk 
respect to the terms professional development and 
training, It will then provide an o v e ~ ~ i e v ~  of the key 
components of effective trzining of child care center 
directors. 

Rofessismal Development and Training: 
V&a$ Do mey Mwn? 

Hr 1s easy an our field to get tangled In a web of 
sonhsasng jargon. Vie casually toss around words that are 
open to multaple mterpsretatnons. Such is the problem ~7~1th 
the tern= professtojwk development and tmsneng The temri 
professnonal devdopment as pai?~cu:arly confusmg because 
a is used as both a noun and 2 verb As a nouq, at rclefs 
"i the transform~a~onai p-aocass of persona] gholwlh and 
7'~dsv1d~aj experiences over flme that ~nvolvec expand~ng 
one s ~rnowkedge base znd basld~ng new s!ds a d  
competencies He rs, In essenc~~,  the pe~sonal change Ciai 
nesules from reflectn~yg on expenence As a -ierb, 

professional development refers to the activities and 
experiences that individuals engage in to enhance their 
repemire of professiond skdis. In this sense, professional 
development can be viewed as a synonym for training -- 
allocating resources, setting expectations, and providing 
oppodunities for individuals to engage in experiences that 
will result in personal growth or change (i.e., professional 
development as a noun.) 

The term frai~zing is also fraught with 
misinterp~ekcion, Slrictly speaking training refers to 
professional development experiences that build skills -- 
the "how to" that snables individuals to klfili job 

T- responsibilities in a specific setting, When defined 
nerrowly 1Be this, it is usnai?ji cast ifij~rx&psitiorr to fie 
term e$~.rc~~kon r&rring to thoso, exoeriences thai propel 
iadivi~nlai: 112 ask "-:~ih_y'' acd encourage $he jong-I~,r:l: 
;.ransferabi%.!,ry of ]alc;z,rledge 2nd s1~141s gander"?7e:l, 
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is usually used brcadl;~ 1.. i-,a:,l,brae !cjGz!l ~,,~p&:ie',ncc;~ 
thri prca,iide specific jrvfozi%?_atioc ep$ cppgl-;j:jij:ie: 

. - skA1 devejo$~::?~,rl: as =7:1-,9 as :j-:;-~e~iences l?jai #pro?;:ae 
individuals xxiitL-~ e breeder persp&ii..ie and e cailceptual 
base for framing infmm&i~..n an$ solving problems 

h-asona Leasaed: Elefi~ents uT Effe&%xye Training 
Training for child cape center directors cannot be 

haphazard. Directors have extraordinarily frenetic lives 
and their time is too precious to waste on training 
experiences that do not meet their personal and 
professional needs. Ht is incumbent, then, for professional 
organizations and institutions of higher education that 
provide training to design experiences that are coherent 
m d  conaected 413 a logical or cumulative fashion. Drawing 
fro= our experiences w o r h g  with dkectors a.t Tqationd- 
Louis University and the colle&ive wisdom of others In 
the field, -2ve offer twelve key elements that can serve as 
a framework for planning professional development 
training experiences for early ~ M d i ~ o o d  center directors. 
These elements relate to the coi~tent, structure, and 
delivex? of training. 

' 3 e  Content of Training 
7 a r&ng showl"!dddz:as &he m-mnagement. 3nd 

4eadaesk41p fumc&io~m of the dbeeCoa9s .ole: The 
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repertoire of competencies needed to effectively 
administrate a child care center cuts across all aspects of 
the director's multifaceted role. Depending on the ages 
served, the size of the program, and the sponsorship of 
the center, a director wears many hats: chief financial 
officer and budget analyst, facility a-nanager, staff 
supervisor and staff developer, public relations 
coordinator, cornunity liaison, curriculum specialist, 
fundraiser, nurse, and nutritio9list. Training must equip 
directors 'so effectively handle each of these roles. 

Successfully administra-ling a child care center 
demands that directors attend no both management and 
leadership issues. 'While these two r'bsnctions overlap -- 
nmst managers exhibit some leadership skills, and most 
leaders on occasion find themselves managing -- they are 
not the same (Gardner, 1989). Management issues 
typically focus on specific tasks h a t  need to "o done such 
as balancing the budget or planning a hndraising event. 
They involve sldls such as t g, p l a a a g  , coordinating, 
and organizing. Covey (9991) states that management 
usually involves doing things efficiently. Leadership, on 
the other hand, involrles broader more abs"bac"Lk1ls such 
as envisioning goals affirming values, motivating, and 
achieving a unity of purpose, Many organizational 
theorists refer to leadership as doing things effectively. 

This distinction between management and leadership 
presents a special problem for trainers. NIanagernent 
issues lend themselves nicely to short-tern training; they 
are focused and skill-based. Management training can be 
easily packaged and Lends itself to clean, precise methods 
of elialuation. Leadership training is messier and takes 
longer because it involves fundamental changes in the way 
people view their role and the overarching principles that 
guide their behavior. Leadership training is not easily 
packaged and does not lend itself to clean, precise methods 
of evaluation. The professional development of early 
chddhmd directors must provide a delica-te balance of both 
management and leadership training. 

Training should be based on participan~ks' 
perceived needs: Early childhood educators are well- 
versed in the importance of developmentally appropriate 
experiences for young children. But when it comes to 
training adults, cookie-cutter, one-size-fits-all training 
experiences are often the norm (Vartuli & Fyfe, 1993). 
This is a tragic oversight because directors vary 
considerably in their level of howledge and slcill. Adults 
learn best the things they feel a need to learn and forget 
andlor do not use knowledge that is not seen as relevant 
to their parpicu.lar needs (Bawley, 1989). Assessing where 
each director is on the continstum of competence should 
be a precursor to all training regardless of content area. 
An effective needs assessment need not be elaborate, but 
it should include an assessment of problems and concerns 
that directors encounter in their daily practice (Johnson, 
1984; Matthews, 1993). 

Traidnag should be problem-centered and site- 
specific: One of the fmstrations that many adult learners 
encounter in training is the inevitable gap between the 
theoretical ideas they encounter in their saaadies and their 
ability to apply these ideas in their work. Successful 
training models are built on the premise that immediate 
application of new learning to red fife situations reinforces 
what is learned. Adult learners do not con~prise a captive 
audience; they tend to be more impatient in the pursuit 
of learning objectives; they have less tolerance for '"busy 
work" which does not have immediate and direct 
application to their objectives. If trainkg is to be effective, 
the examples used during training should relate to the real 
issues and concerns that participants face in their work 
settings. Training carnot focus on theory alone; rather, 
it must weave theory into the idiosyncratic issues that daily 
confront directors in their professional roles. Theory and 
knowledge should be used to enlighten and enlarge 
experience. Case studies, program improvement plans, 
and action research are but three of the instructional 
strategies that can be used to make these practical 
connections. 

Training should focus oaa the director as change 
agesat: Change and child care administration go hand in 
hand. Daily, directors are conkonted with issues and 
concerns shad need aaenrion. Training should help 
dideclors unaderstand that quality is a moving target, that 
change is continuous, and that change provides 
oppormnities for growth. Helping directors define their 
role as one of change agent is c~xcial  to instilling norms 
of continuous improvement in programs. Directors need 
to build a vision for change, serve as the catalyst for 
change, create a conducive climate for change, and 
provide the resouces and encouragement that are 
iaecessxy to implement change in healthy md  constructive 
ways. This does not happen by happenstance. Being 
exposed to different models of change and having 
oppofi~nides to build the skills to make the change process 
successful is essential to effective training for center 
directors (Bloom, Sheerer, &L Britz, 193 B : Kostelnik, 
Soderman, & Whiren, (1993). 

Training should stress a system perspective: It is 
easy in chdd care ad~nis t ra t ion  for directors to view the 
nealesome problems that occur in the elieqday life of their 
programs as isolated events that need to be solved. Such 
a narrow perspective can hamper their ability to respond 
to situations appropriately. Child care centers are 
organizations, and as such they are complex social 
systems. Becoming an eflective director necessitates 
taking a broader, systems view of programs and 
understanding the delicats interplay between different 
components of the system. Pari of that perspective is an 
awareness and appreciation of the external environment. 
Child care centers do not exist in a vacuum; the-y are 
influenced by funding and regulatory agencies, the cunent 
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social and political climate, professional organizations, 
and a host of other external influences that ace as both 
oppoaunities and constraints to program effectiveness. 
The formal and informal structure of the program, key 
sbkeholders, organizational processes, and the unique 
culture of the setting all interrelate to impact program 
outcomes (Bloom, Sheerer, & Britz, 1991). This broader 
perspective s f  how organkations function dlows directors 
to look at the whole as well as the parts and view their 
centers as true ecosystems. 

The Structure of Training 
Training should mee t the  needs of working 

profesfons8s: Child care center directors are busy peop l  
often juggling several concomitant roles. Most are 
m a n i d ,  have f d i e s ,  and multiple comf imenb  outside 
the w/orkplace. Not all working professionals can co 
the time needed to pursue an advanced degree. Training 
models that utilize different formats including shm-tern  
and Long-term trail-ring as well as day, evening, and 
weekend options for class schedules are essential if the 
needs of directors are to be met (Morgan, et a!. , 1993). 
In addition, logistical considerations regarding line location 
of training, the registration process, and the distribution 
of books and materials should be as convenient as possible 
for participants. 

Training should promote the professional 
advancement of participants: The field of early 
childhood is replete with examples of child care center 
directors who have accumulated hundreds of hours of in- 
service training but still lack a college degree. Wnile 
isolated training experiences such as La-service wet-%;shops 
offered by sponsoring agencies are valuable in the short 
run in building participants9 skills and compe-tency on the 
job, in the long-mn they may be undermining the 
professional advancement of these individuals. This is 
because most in-service training is fragmented and does 
not award college credit. The result is two-fold: a lack 
of coherence in the content of training and a lack of career 
mobility that comes with a formal degree. Whenever 
possible training should be tied to the awarding of college 
credit and suppr t  the horizontal and vePiica% advancement 
of pafiicipanes on the early childhood career lattice 
(National Association for the Education of Young 
Children [NAEYC] 1994). 

Training should promote pwicipation that reflects 
the ethnic and cultural diversity of the field: The 
preliminary findings of a research conducted by the 
Nationd Black Chdd Development Institute (1994) reveals 
a dist~~rbing underrepresenktim of African Americans in 
leadership roles in early childhood education. This 
includes center directors. Ensuring diversity in the ranks 
of center directors is essential to guaranteehg educational 
equity for America's children and rel~ewing low levels 
of educational achiea~ement of children from racial and 
ethnic minorities. In its framework for early childhood 

professional deveiopment, NAEUC stakes that barriers 
such as a lack of financial resources as well as institutional 
racism and classism must be challenged and removed 
(NAEYC, 1994). Training programs sponsored by 
institutions of higher education, professional 
organizations, or child care agencies must take aggressive 
steps to redress this imbalance. Mentor training programs 
and financial assistance through scholarships and loan 
forgiveness programs are essential. In addition, training 
may need to be structured to accomodate  more 
individualized support in the way of counseling and 
academic tutoring. This may kelp ensure both higher 
recruitment into training opportunities and higher 
completion rates. 

Trainfag should include follovv-up: Research 
provides strong evidence that one-time workshops on 
broad, global topics have littie lasting impact on behavior 
(American Associadon of Colleges for Teacher Education 
[AACTE] 1986; Showers, Joyce, & Bennett, 2987). In 
summarizing the research conducted on the HighiScspe 
Training of Trainers programs, Bpstein (1993) 
underscores the importance of follow-lap. She stares that 
the real questions tend to surface when participants attempt 
to implement what they have learned. With no forum for 
addressing their questions, individuals do not receive the 
help "hey need to apply .the lessons learned in the training. 
Fo1lslr~-up involves providing opportunities to cry out new 
behaviors in a non-threatening climate. Follow-up can 
involve on-site coaching, journal ~~~r ie ing ,  practicum 
experiences, or specific field assignmenis that help 
individarals integrate newIy acquired hoi~ledge inao their 
professional repertoire of skills and competencies. 
Planning the training so that it is spread out over many 
months helps promote adaptation and problem solving. 
It also helps to highlight the progression of skills over 
time (Epstein, 1993). 

Training should promote cross-fertilization in the 
field: The field of early childhood education has become 
increasingly specialized in recent years. There are now 
early childhood professionals who will spend their entire 
adult careers working for one type of program (e. g. Head 
Start, Military child care, at-risk prekiwdergafien) or in 
one specialized role (infant-toddler educator, bilingual 
specialist). Whi%e there are benefits to this trend, there 
are also problems that can arise. For example, much of 
the polarizing dialogue evident in the field between the 
for-profit and nonprofit sectors or between half-day 
preschools and day care programs can be directly 
attributed to the tunnel vision that comes from working 
exclusively in one type of program. The resulting 
divisiveness has clearly prevented early childhood 
educators from presenting a united front on critical 
legislative and policy issues in recent years. 

The diverse, often conflicting funding and reporting 
requirements of sponsoring agencies have resldted in both 
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gaps in service and costly and unnecessary duplication of 
services. Because of funding restrictions, braining thae is 
provided by sponsoring agencies such as Bead Start 
usually tends to bcus  on the specific concerns of that 
program (e.g., Bead Start Pedomance Standards). \&%de 
this kind of focused training is important, it often has the 
unintended consequence of reinforcing barriers and 
differences between different types of programs. Training 
is needed that brings together individuals from different 
types of programs in order to generate a broader 
perspective of the field, an appreciation of differences, 
and the cross-k3";ilizatisn of ideas that can result in a fresh 
approach to problem solving and interagency cooperation 
and collaboration. 

The Delivery of Training 
Training shon0d promote active lea-ning: We kcow 

from the wealth of research on learning styles that how 
individuals learn is strongly influenced by emotional, 
biological, and psychological factors. When designing 
program for adults, all factors that may potentially 
impinge on learning need to be considered. For example, 
a&dt learners are likely to be more rigid in their thinking. 
Unfreezing old patterns of behavior takes time. Adult 
learners require more and better light for study; they are 
easily distracted by external temperature changes in the 
learning environment; and they may be more fatigued 
when they attend training. Adult learners need to rake an 
active rather than a passive role in structuring their own 
learning experiences. They need to be provided with the 
opportunity to learn via multiple modes of instruction 
(e. g. ,  lecture, small group exercises, media, independent 
v~ork,  roleplaykng). Respecting differing learning styles 
also means structuring assignments so participants can 
demonstrate competence in more than just one way. Adult 
learners also need to see the relationship between how 
they are evaluated and the objectives of instruction and 
receive inmediate feedback about performance. 

Because adult learners have had more experience 
from which to draw on, it is crucial that training embrace 
what Sadler and Ifiimbey (1985) refer to as a holistic 
approach, encouraging individuals to develop the 
awareness and abilirgi to monitor their own thought 
processes. This metacognitive ability to reflect upon 
experience as directors wrestle with new ideas and 
connections is crucial to real understanding of theory and 
to developing habitual paaerns of higher order thought. 
Simply put, the more individuals understand about how 
they learn, the better learners they wilk be. 

Consistent with adult learning theo~y, the role of the 
trainer should be that offaciiitasor. Where the traditional 
instructor Frequendy presumes the ignorance of students, 
a facilitator is more concerned with helping individuals 
take responsibility for their own professional growth. 
Essential to this focus is helping directors take an active 

role in structuring relevant learning experiences thae are 
consistent with eheir career aspirations. This approach 
promotes self-awareness, an integral part of adult 
learning. Hawley (1989) reminds us, however, thae 
personal experience typically is not a good source of 
learning unless the experience is evaluated systematically 
and objectively andlor shared with others who assume 
some responsibility for facilitating learning. Unguided 
practice in using new skills can often result in learning 
inappropriate applications of the skills. Thus coached 
practice is important. 

Training should promote cs8HegiaEity and 
networking: The professional role of early childhood 
directors is often a lonely one, so it is important when 
designing training experiences to weave in ample 
opportunities for collegial suppoct. 'When training is 
provided to an intact cluster group over a period of time, 
for example, there are powerful dynamics that can 
develop. The collegial model creates an atmosphere of 
mutual trust that encourages the sharing of ideas and 
collaborative learning. Instructional activities can also be 
designed to foster cooperation and the exchange of ideas 
and insights. The goal, of course, is to ensure that each 
training session exemplifies a model of staff development 
chat participants can incorporate into their own work 
environments. 

h1LU Training Models for 
Early Childhood Center Di~ectors 

One of the most pressing issues facing the field of 
early childl-nood is that current licensing standards do not 
reflect the educational expertise needed to effectively 
administrate an early childhood program. Consequendy, 
in most states there are many individuals who are directing 
early childhood programs who do not yet have a 
baccalaureate degree in early childhood education or child 
development let alone the post baccalaureate training 
recommend& by NAEYC (1991) to administrate a center. 
Current shortages in the labor pool and the overall 
depressed salaries in the field make this situation difficult 
to reverse. This situation has created a special dilemma 
for institutions of higher education that want to provide 
professional development opportwnities specifically for 
center directors. Do they meet the immediate demands 
of ihe field and provide specialized training for directors 
who do not yet have their baccalaureate degree knov~iasg 
they may be undermining the efforts of the profession to 
improve its overall stabs? At National-Louis University, 
we have struggled with this dilemma forten years. We 
have made the difficult daision to take the long vietw and 
focus our training efforis at the post baccalaureate level. 
We have implemented two training models, a 20-month 
field-based master's degree program and a one-year field 
experience program that includes a week-long residential 
institute and weelcend retreats. 
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The Early Childhood Leadership and Advocacy 
Field-Based Program 

In 1984, National-Louis University launched a field- 
based master's degree program specifically designed to 
accommodate the needs of center directors and other 
potential leaders in the field of early childhood who 
wanted to expand their repertoire of management and 
leadership sltills without intermpting their careers. The 
Early Childhood Leadership and Advocacy Field-Based 
Program takes an interdisciplinary approach to academic 
study and professional development. An integral goal of 
the program is to build leadership competencies in the 
work environment. Thus, the field setting serves as a 
laboratory for professioiaal growth while academic 
coursework provides the foundation for educational 
inquiry. 

The Leadership and Advocacy Field-Based Program 
differs from the college's other early childhood graduate 
programs both in its content and the way in which it Is 
implemented, A cluster group is formed whenever 12 or 
more students wish to begin the program at a site that is 
convenient to their home or work. Partial scholarships 
are available for minority students who are directors of 
child care programs. This intact group meets fo"sr7 class 
sessions over three terms of about 30 weeks each. A core 
instmctor and a research instructor follow eke progress 
of the group through their entire program. They are 
assisted by additional faculty with expertise in specialized 
areas of early childhood education. Sessions are four hours 
in length and are conducted in a seminar-like atmosphere. 
They are generally varied in format including some lecture 
and fiormal presentations by inst~xctors, whole group 
discussions, smlll group experiences, videotaping, or role 
playing exercises. Field assignments and occasional visits 
to the work site by the instlmctor supplemelat the class 
sessions. 

The program includes 11 courses for a total of 32 
semester hours of graduate credit. The structural model 
of an intact group allows for greater flexibdiv in the ways 
in which individual courses are aught. Instead of moving 
students through eleven separate discrete courses in a 
sequential fashion, the content in each t e rn  is integrated 
aliowing ideas, concepts, theories, and applications 
discussed in one course to be con"bn~na1ly related to the 
content of other courses. The core instructor prsvides the 
continuity of experience and the integration of ideas. 

The overall goal of the Early Childhood Leadership 
and Advocacy Program is ko build management and 
leadersiaip competencies in the work enviroment. 
Specific objectives relating to outcomes and comptencies 
can be clustered under -five general areas. These include: 
child development and early childhood prograiya~ng; 
organizational theory, leadership, and program 
administradsn; parent and cornuni ty  relations; public 
policy and advocacy; and research and technology. 

To date, over 350 individuals have graduated from 
this program. Research conducted on the effectiveness of 
this braining model (Bloom & Sheerer, 1992) found 
positive effects in a number of areas for directors who 
completed the training. Self-report feedback from 
paaicipants indicated a statistically significant increase In 
their perceived level of knowledge and skill. Posttest 
observations of classroom quality revealed a significant 
improvement in the quality of classroom teaching practices 
in their centers compared to a comparison group of 
directors not receiving training. A pretest-posttest 
comparison of organizational climate showed a significant 
improvement in clarity of program policies, degree of 
program imovativeness, oppomnities for professional 
growth, and staff's level of perceived decision-making 
influence. 

Taking Charge of Change - Early Childhood 
Management and Leadership Training 

Because many directors do not have the time nor the 
financial resources to pursue a fulal% master's degree, NEU 
launched a shorter version of early chddhood maagement 
and leadership training in 199%. This training is funded 
by the Illinois Department of Crsildren and Family 
Sewices and several private foundations. Priority is given 
to directors of licensed centers with 25% or more of their 
emollment consisting of publicly funded children. The 
directors selected for this training reflect the ethnic and 
cultural diversity of the early childhood profession and 
work in early childhood programs geographically 
distributed throughout Illinois, including both urban and 
rural areas. 

The 25 pa~-aicipanes for each cohort of training attend 
are eight-day intensive leadership trahing institute during 
the summer m d  two weekend retreats during the fokBoevhg 
academic year while they engage in f~llov~l-up field 
experiences. Thus each participant receives approximatdy 
95 hours of small and large group kstmction m d  20 hours 
of individual feedbacwconference time from their field 
supea~isors and mentors. At the culdnation of the one- 
year training cycle, participants receive 4 semester hours 
of graduate credit. 

The summer institute titled Taking Cb~rge of Cnange 
focuses on the nature of individual, organizational, and 
systemic change and the early childhood leader's role as 
change agent. A comprehensive, integrated mode% for 
improving the quality of their early childhood programs 
is presented. Topics address issues related to staff 
development, group dj~8rnrnks3 org&athrionaJ assessment, 
and criteria and procedures for pursuing NAEUC center 
accreditation. Emphasis is given to the leadership and 
advocacy slcills needed to promote intra-agency and 
interagency collaboration and cooperation. Videotaping 
is used to assist participants in refining their presentation 
and advocacy skills. 
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This paper has hig me of the central issues 
relating to the professional development of child care 
center directors and suggested twelve key elements of 
effective training. Cemdy there are mmy different ways 
these elements can be operationalized in successful 
training models. This article has described two models 
offered by National-Louis University. Each has its merits 
and deficiencies. The Early Childhood Leadership and 
Advocacy master's degree program provides a 
comprehensive study of the theoretical m d  praceicd issues 
involved in es&bhshg and a d ~ ~ s t e p n n g  early childhood 
programs. The program is offered only in the Chicago 
metropolibn area, however, and requires a substantial 

ment. The Taking Charge o$Ch;age, the one- 
year program of early childhood management and 
leadership trianing, accomodates directors from rural 
regions of the state who have limited access to traiaiwg. 
This program is also very affordable since it is largely 
funded by outside grants. It is more limited in scope, 
however, and does not ensure the same degree of personal 
or professional growth that a full master's degree ensures. 
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